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Profile: Devin Murphy

President of U.S.G.A. and member for two years, Resident Assistant, sister of Kappa Delta Kappa, All-American Lacrosse player who is captain of the women's varsity team, and recipient of the Senior Alumni Award, this description fits what prominent U.S. student? The Ruby would like to introduce Devin Murphy.

Besides these activities, Devin was selected to be one of the few students that represent Ursinus in Who's Who Among College Students. Some of her hobbies include basketball, raquetball and socializing.

Devin has aspirations of being a Systems Analyst dealing with customer relations for a computer firm when she graduates. These aspirations encompass her Mathematics discipline with a concentration in computer science.

As a Senior at Hatboro Horsham High School, Devin took into careful consideration exactly what criteria would make her college career the best she could have hoped for. These criteria, cover a large spectrum, but Ursinus covered them all for Devin. As she says, "I was looking for a small liberal arts college that was science (math) oriented. I wanted to play Lacrosse and U.C.'s program is very competitive. I wanted to be close to home and be able to be involved in many different activities and Ursinus had all that."

Devin's Ursinus career has been a full one that has reached into many different areas of college life. We hope that Devin's post-Ursinus career will be as full and rewarding as those at Ursinus College.

Profile: Sam McNulty

As a freshman at Ursinus he began as a Biology major, but quickly changed to a concentration he loved "because I enjoy reading": English. Sam McNulty will not only graduate with a B.A. in English, but also one in Economics/Business Administration. After graduation, Sam will be attending Law School. He has been accepted to schools on both the east and west coast, but the east coast is his preferred choice.

During his freshman year at U.C. Sam has been an active figure on campus. He is a brother of Alpha Phi Epsilon, as a senior he was voted President of Inter-Fraternity Council. He has been a Resident Assistant for two years, worked as an English Department Assistant and was on The Grizzly staff. Favorite pastimes that he enjoys are reading and weight lifting. Sam can also be seen around campus while working with the Maintenance Staff.

When asked why Sam chose U.C., he responded, "The people were friendly and I liked the atmosphere of the college." But they weren't his only reasons. He really liked the Football program, at that time the program was just getting on its feet. Sam has been on the team all four years. His football career has ended after this '85 winning season. But with the end of one great career is sure to be the start of another and for Sam it will be in the field of Law.
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Summit eases tension;
major problems remain

After all the hollering, how does one read the Reagan-Gorbachev summit meeting? Was it a good or bad start? Did the leaders side by side, talking civilly and sincerely, with both sides recognizing the need to confront each other's realities, as President Reagan reported to Congress? Was there apparent confidence to move ahead?

Even if neither convinced the other, both leaders spent four hours of face-to-face conversation. The negotiations that ironed out disputes before the leaders met or they parted ways were tricky to size up. Will the next move be for good, sometimes for ill?

No summit meeting can be expected to resolve all problems. We will have to knott our heads if we think they can.
"The world goes up and the world goes down,
And the sunshine follows the rain,
And yesterday's sneer and yesterday's frown
Can never come over again."
— Kingsley
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